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Functional beverages boost
sales nationwide

Celebrating CCEP's
1st Anniversary
In an exclusive conversation
with Food & Drink Business,
Coca-Cola Europacific
Partners' Vice President &
General Manager of Australia,
Pacific, and Indonesia, Peter
West reflected on the first
anniversary of Coca-Cola
Amatil being acquired by the
multinational. Despite a global
pandemic, West says the
transition "went brilliantly," and
the region's financial
performance reflects that with
a 13.5% rise in revenue. "It is
testament to the quality and
maturity of our people, who
just got on with the job. They
moved through the company
transition and navigated the
impacts of covid brilliantly".
Read more here.

Sports and energy drinks are the
fastest-growing non-alcoholic
ready to drink categories in
Australia, experiencing
expectational growth within the
retail channel over the past year.
Hear what our Retail Sales
Director, Dom Biasi has to say
about the category's rise.

Grinders Coffee delivers a
strong pandemic performance
Grinders Coffee General Manager
Sally Byrne says the coffee segment
has performed well during the
pandemic, with consumers enjoying
more coffee at home. Consumers
are also seeking out brands such as
Grinders Coffee that are ethically
and environmentally responsible.
Discover more here.

Australia's largest PET recycling plant:
building a domestic circular economy

Taking action
on packaging
& sugar
We take sustainability seriously
at CCEP because it matters to
our consumers, customers,
partners, and employees. We
also understand that as a
producer, we have a
responsibility to reduce our
impact on the environment. At
this year's Australian Food &
Grocery Council's FGA 2022
event, we showcased our efforts
to create a closed-loop for our
packaging and shift the dial on
consumer wellbeing via
continued innovation and
reformulation.
Watch the video here.

CCEP is proud to be a part of a joint venture (JV) partnership which
recently opened Australia's largest PET recycling plant. Operating
24/7 in Albury-Wodonga, the site has the capacity to recycle the
equivalent of around 1 billion PET beverage bottles annually,
contributing towards a closed loop for our packaging and ensuring
bottles can be collected, recycled and turned into packaging once
more. Other members of the JV include Pact Group, Cleanaway
Waste Management Ltd and Asahi Beverages. Learn more here.

New PET recycling facility wins
Sustainability Excellence Award
Only three months since opening, the
game-changing Albury-Wodonga PET
recycling facility, of which CCEP is a JV
partner, has been recognised by the
APPMA (Australian Packaging and
Processing Machinery Association),
winning the Sustainability Excellence
Award. Along with our partners, we look
forward to opening the second recycling
site in Altona, Victoria in 2023.
Learn more about the Albury facility
here.

Coca-Cola Australia Foundation
joins hands to save dams
The Coca-Cola Australia Foundation (CCAF) - a joint
initiative between CCEP Australia and Coca-Cola Australia,
has proudly launched the Farm Dam Restoration Project
with Landcare Australia; the Foundation's latest Flagship
Partner.
CCAF has committed a grant of $600,000 over three years to
support Landcare Australia with this critical community-focused
program, which aims to restore degraded farm dams and boost
water security across three states. Learn more here.

Fanta gets fruity!

Introducing Fanta Raspberry
Did you know that berry flavour
products are outgrowing the flavours
category three times faster than any
other flavour?
It's a key reason why we're welcoming
600ml Fanta Raspberry and Fanta
Raspberry No Sugar 600ml to our
portfolio.
Call our National Sales Centre on (13
26 53) to place an order.

Sneak peek: Coca-Cola to debut
Indigenous livery in Darwin
Coca-Cola Europacific Partners Australia is enjoying a
super season so far as PremiAir Racing's naming rights
sponsor for 2022 Repco Supercars Championship. As
part the partnership, we continue to supply our brands to
spectators at all races with pourage rights across nonalcoholic categories.
This June, all teams will carry an Indigenous-themed
livery at the Darwin Triple Crown. Keep your eyes peeled
for the unveil of CCEP's new-look car before it hits the
circuit very soon!

